
 

Gartner lists Vietnam as one of 6 primary locations of Global Delivery Country Destinations in 

the APAC Region 

Gartner Inc. has announced the report: “Evaluate Offshore/Nearshore Countries for 

Outsourcing, Shared service and Captives in Asia/ Pacific, 2016”, published February 2016, in 

which Vietnam is one of 6 primary locations of Global Delivery Country Destinations in the 

APAC Region. 5 other countries are China, India, Malaysia, Philippines and Sri Lanka.  

Mr. Le Thai Hy, Director of Department of Information and Communications of Ho Chi Minh 

City, said: “Although Vietnam has been named as a primary location, among China, India, 

Malaysia, Philippines and Sri Lanka, we believe we still have a lot of issues that need to be 

resolved. In the following stage, Vietnam government will implement a lot of strategies and 

policies to develop the telecoms infrastructure, IT human resources and incentives mechanisms 

to attract investment. In March 2016, the government has approved the decision to found 

Quang Trung Software City chain, therefore connect Vietnam IT zones, gather the capacity of all 

resources to attract investment, create a solid backbone to develop IT sector.” 

Mr. Lam Nguyen Hai Long, President of VNITO Alliance, shared his opinions: “This is good news 

for Vietnam when being listed among the other countries in the primary locations category but 

it will be a big challenge for us to keep it up. VNITO Alliance will try to connect Vietnam ITO 

community, create a bridge between software outsourcing enterprises and the government, 

promote Vietnam ITO brand widespread to the world”. 

More information about Gartner Report, please click here 

https://www.gartner.com/doc/3199717/evaluate-offshorenearshore-countries-outsourcing-

shared 

 

VNITO Alliance is founded by Quang Trung Software City, Ho Chi Minh City Computer Association and 10 Vietnam leading IT 

enterprises, including TMA Solutions, Global Cybersoft (Vietnam), Harvey Nash Vietnam, LogiGear, IMT Solutions, LARION 

Computing, Kyanon Digital, ISB Vietnam, Sunrise Software Solutions, Success Software Services, to promote and develop IT 

Outsourcing sector, connect Vietnam software outsourcing enterprises, create a bridge between software outsourcing 

enterprises and the government. Website: www.vnito.org. 
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